OK K.O.! Let’s BeHeroes

BRAND NEW SERIES
SATURDAY, 9AM FROM JANUARY 6

Cartoon Network powers up a connected world of original heroes across the TV and gaming landscape with the brand-new Cartoon Network Original action-comedy series OK K.O.! Let’s Be Heroes.

The adventure series stars K.O., a tiny champion with maximum heart, whose deepest desire is to become the greatest hero! With the guidance of his new co-workers Enid and Rad, his ultra-hero boss Mr. Gar and his super-powered mum Carol, K.O. has all the inspiration and support to help lead him on his journey to level up.

In this videogame inspired world, K.O. works at Gar’s Bodega in Lakewood Plaza, a one-stop shop for all your hero needs. Whether he’s mopping the floor with Lord Boxman’s evil robots or literally mopping the floor, K.O. tackles everything with his cheery, endless enthusiasm. Every person is a hero to look up to, every challenge is a chance to grow stronger and every success or failure is just another stepping stone to becoming the ultimate hero.
These summer holidays, Cartoon Network brings all your favourite shows, back-to-back in marathon madness!

Catch Ben 10, The Powerpuff Girls, We Bare Bears, Adventure Time, Mighty Magiswords, and more during the week. Then back-to-back premieres on weekends featuring the brand new show OK K.O.! Let’s Be Heroes, and brand new episodes of The Amazing World of Gumball, Clarence, and LEGO Ninjago Master of Spinjitzu!
THE AMAZING WORLD OF GUMBALL

BRAND NEW EPISODES
WEEKENDS, 9:25AM FROM JANUARY 6

Gumball is back with brand new episodes as part of Summer Toons!

The fun-loving and mischievous 12-year-old blue cat, together with his family and best friend Darwin, head up hilarious adventures in school and across town. This month, Gumball is forced to go back to kindergarten when his smart answers are not so smart. Gumball also decides to play cupid when he finds out Darwin likes a girl in his class. The hilarious adventures are sure to continue with this bunch of zany characters.
CLARENCE

BRAND NEW EPISODES
WEEKENDS, 9.50AM FROM JANUARY 6

Brand new episodes as part of Summer Toons!

Clarence is a show that celebrates the best of childhood: epic dirt fights, awkward crushes, trampoline combat, sleepover pranks and secret tree forts! And it does so through the eyes of Clarence, a spirited, quirky boy who sees the best in all things.

When Clarence's neighbour Gale recruits him to dog sit for her, he knows it will be a breeze - being the self-proclaimed "Dog King," Clarence knows all there is to know about pups. Nevertheless, Gale's dog proves to be a little more challenging than he expects!
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